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PROVIDENCE SABLE MARKET OAK 
WHITEWASHED

SMOKEHOUSE AVANTE KAFFE MACKINAC

AGED BROWN OAK AVANTE LATTE PROVIDENCE KHAKI MARKET OAK GREY ALMOND CHERRY

RIFT OAK BROWN PALOS MAHOGANY RIVER CHERRY RIFT OAK NATURAL
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Stratek Wood Grains is a 3D vinyl laminate with impact resistance and water damage. Ideal for counters, 
tabletops, desks and work surfaces.

Cost Effective Waterproof Chemical Resistance

Extreme Durability

Description STRATEK 3D Laminate provides a higher level of durability than standard 
thermofoils making it excellent for use in high traffic commercial environments - 
education, retail, medical furnishings, hospitality, airports and workspaces - due to 
its added impact and abrasion resistance.

STRATEK 3D Laminate is a rigid thermofoil (RTF) ideal for both horizontal and 
vertical surface applications. STRATEK can be membrane-pressed or vacuum-
formed to contoured surface profiles (think joinery and table tops with rolled edges 
or logo impressions) as well as being used for matching screens. Its dimensional 
flexibility eliminates the need for T-molding, edge banding, visible seams and 
special edge treatments used with traditional laminates, which are also the weakest 
points for damage by impact and moisture.

The ability of STRATEK to wrap around edges not only creates lovely seamless 
edges, it is highly resistant to impact and water damage, and no joins improves 
cleanability and hygiene. Plus it's available in a wide range of Stones, Solids, Wood 
Grains & Metallic textures and colours. Specify STRATEK for your counters, 
tabletops, joinery, desks and work surfaces for stylish, easy to clean finishes.

Composition Vinyl 3D Laminate
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Supplied As You can opt to purchase the STRATEK 3D Laminate material for application to 
horizontal and vertical surfaces yourself or Baresque has a wide array of products 
fabricated using Stratek including perforated screens, post screens, table tops, Zon 
zoning modules and furniture through our sister company botton + gardiner.

Fabrication 
Techniques

Flat laminated with contact adhesive, membrane press, mitre foldable

TABLE TOPS

Made-to-order in our factory to your specified size

- Composition: Vinyl 3D laminate on moisture resistant MDF substrate sealed to 
underside by white laminate

- Maximum size: 3000 x 1150mm

- Thickness: 19mm

- Corner radius: (from top view) 5mm square corners or 50mm radius corners

- Edge: Square, Half Bullnose, Half Bevel, or Reverse Bevel (not available with 
square corners)

- Lead time: + 2-3 weeks on the laminate lead time (subject to order size)

WALL COVERING:

- Roman Clay Based adhesive is recommended over suitable primer

- Non-reverse hang / overlap and double cut

Additional Comments STANDARD COLOURS

To keep lead times low and make specification easy, we are stocking popular 
colours in Australia

CUSTOM INDENT COLOURS

A wide array of custom colours are available for project specific specification. 
These colours are not stocked in Australia, lead time would be 3-4 weeks. Best 
suited to large volume projects as Indent colours are available by the roll only - two 
length options: 45.7mtrs OR 228.6mtrs. Call us on 1300 306 399 for assistance.
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